
  

Frontiers of Pattern Language Technology



  

Pattern Language, 1977



  

Network of Relationships
   

“We need a web way of thinking.” - Jane Jacobs



  

Herbert Simon, 1962
   

“The Architecture of Complexity” - nearly decomposable 
hierarchies (with “panarchic” connections - Holling)



  

Christopher Alexander, 1964-5
   

“A city is not a tree” – its “overlaps” create clusters, or 
“patterns,” that can be manipulated more easily 

(related to Object-Oriented Programming)



  

The surprising existing benefits of 
Pattern Language technology....

* “Design patterns” used as a widespread computer     
  programming system (Mac OS, iPhone, most games, etc.)

* Wiki invented by Ward Cunningham as a direct outgrowth

* Direct lineage to Agile, Scrum, Extreme Programming

* Pattern languages used in many other fields

…. So why have they not been more infuential in the  built 
environment??? 



  

Why have pattern languages not been more 
infuential in the built environment?....

* Theory 1: “Architects are just weird!” (Preference for    
  “starchitecure,” extravagant objects, etc.)  

* Theory 2: The original book is too “proprietary,” not “open
   source” enough for extensive development and refinement

* Theory 3: The software people, especially, used key strategies
   to make pattern languages far more useful, leading to an
   explosion of useful new tools and approaches  

…. So what can we learn from them??? 



  

* Portland, OR. Based NGO with international network of researchers

* Executive director is Michael Mehaffy, student and long-time colleague of 
  Christopher Alexander, inter-disciplinary collaborator in philosophy,  
  sciences, public  affairs, business and economics, architecture, planning  

* Board member is Ward Cunningham, one of the pioneers of pattern 
  languages in software, Agile, Scrum etc., and inventor of wiki

* Other board members are architects, financial experts, former students of 
  Alexander   
 



  

Custom “Project Pattern Languages” (in conventional paper format)

 
 



  

Custom “Project Pattern Languages” create the elements of a 
“generative code” (e.g. as a module for other conventional codes) 

 
 



  

Custom “Project Pattern Languages”  allow the iterative generation 
of more complex, more adaptive structure (as in historic cities)

 
 



  

Feedback on recent projects: 

“The acclaimed “Pattern Language” process... engages people at an earlier 
and higher level, asking them to describe a location’s unique qualities and 
values; to imagine a sense of place, and types of use, before anyone even 
thinks about streets, parking, or buildings—something you just don’t get 
with a traditional approach.”  

- Skip Novakovich, LTC, USA, (Ret) President, Port of Kennewick, WA Commission

“What I love about this [Pattern Language] project is that it really is about 
architecture that can be timeless ... that it really feels like it grew there, like 
it came out of the community and refects the community's values.”

- Carlotta Colette, Metro (Oregon) Council

“With this, the unique thing that I found was that a lot of times we tend to 
find things that we don't like and we say, 'I don't like this, change that.' 
And this was, 'this is what I like, keep this!”

- Jeff Klein, Chair, City of Milwaukie Planning Commission   
 



  

Example of new technology:

“Federated Wiki”
(Developed by Ward Cunningham, Sustasis board member)



  

First step: import pattern languages into the computer, where they 
can easily be used, exchanged, edited, added to:

 
 



  

Second step: greatly expand the kinds of patterns that can be 
written, including economics, ecology and other topics:

 
 



  

Third step: create the capacity to handle data and metric 
calculations, e.g. for sustainability criteria:

 
 



  Data fows according to grammatical rules

Harnesses the power of pattern languages for data, not just for 
narrative topics:

 
 



  The “words” are not “nouns” but “pronouns”

Fourth step: return to the built environment, and to the ability to 
model metrics:

 
 



  Infinite “sentences” are possible...

Fifth step: design a repository system in which any pattern could in 
principle be linked up with any other pattern, within a complex 
system or “toolkit” made to order (with many kinds of tools):

 
 



  

The need for more specific 
“Project Pattern Languages”

   

(That can be exported and shared later)



  

Bicycle System Pattern Language



  

Bicycle System Pattern Language



  

Biophilia Pattern Language



  



  

Neighborhood Wiki Pattern Language



  

Community Diagnostic Pattern Language



  

Carbon Modeling Pattern Language



  

Carbon Modeling Pattern Language



  

Tax Revenue Pattern Language
Municipality Return on Investment Calculator



  

Network of Relationships
   

“We need a web way of thinking.” - Jane Jacobs



  

Network of Relationships
   

“We need a web way of thinking.” - Jane Jacobs



  

We need a web way of thinking...

and ACTING!

The mission of Sustasis is to provide useful new tools to that end.

-Thank you.


